
Emergent Writing
usually sometimes rarely with help teachers notes

 Accurately counts 1–10 

 objects

 Recognizes comparative 

 sizes

 Understands that data can 

 be organized into a graphic 

 representation

 Uses graphic representations

 to organize data

 Uses art materials effi ciently 

 and responsibly to create 

 simple projects

 Listens effectively to a 

 variety of music

 Uses art as a form of 

 creative expression

 Performs puppet shows

 Dramatizes parts of a story

 Correctly traces and writes 

 upper- and lowercase Tt

 Contributes to shared 

 writing 

 Writes some letters on 

 request

 Makes simple books

 Uses scribbles/writing to 

 convey meaning

 Uses letters or symbols to 

 make words

 Dictates text to accompany 

 a picture or project

Fine Arts

Math

 Uses art materials effi ciently 

 and responsibly to create 

 simple projects

 Listens effectively to a 

 variety of music

 Uses art as a form of 

 creative expression

 Performs puppet shows

 Dramatizes parts of a story

 Accurately counts 1–10 

 objects

 Recognizes comparative 

 sizes

 Understands that data can 

 be organized into a graphic 

 representation

 Uses graphic representations

 to organize data

Emergent Writing
usually sometimes rarely with help teachers notes

 Correctly traces and writes 

 upper- and lowercase Tt

 Contributes to shared 

 writing 

 Writes some letters on 

 request

 Makes simple books

 Uses scribbles/writing to 

 convey meaning

 Uses letters or symbols to 

 make words

 Dictates text to accompany 

 a picture or project

Fine Arts

Math

 Shows a desire to be helpful  and caring
 Takes care of classroom  materials
 Identifi es, shares, and  discusses feelings
 Seeks help when 
 experiencing confl icts  with others
 Participates appropriately  in small and large group  activities

Science

 Observes and describes  physical characteristics of  a caterpillar
 Uses science equipment  (hand lens) effectively  and responsibly

 Identifi es and describes  characteristics of organisms
 Correctly classifi es and  categorizes animal  photographs

 Observes and describes the  life cycle of an organism

usually sometimes rarely with help teachers notes

 Develops fi ne motor skills  by correctly tracing and  forming alphabet letters
 Moves his/her body in a  variety of ways to imitate  animals

Physical Development

Social and Emotional Development

Unit  1

In general, the purpose of assessing young children in the early 
childhood classroom is to collect information necessary to make 
important decisions about their developmental and educational needs. 
Because assessment is crucial to making informed teaching decisions, 
it is necessarily a vital component of DLM Early Childhood Express. 
The guidelines and forms found online allow the teacher to implement 
assessment necessary in the pre-kindergarten classroom.

Effective assessment is an ongoing process that always enhances 
opportunities for optimal growth, development, and learning. The 
process of determining individual developmental and educational 
needs tailors early childhood education practices and provides a 
template for setting individual and program goals.

Pre-kindergarten assessment should be authentic; that is, it should 
be a natural, environmental extension of the classroom. Assessments 
should be incorporated into classroom activities whenever possible, 
not completed as separate, pull-out activities in which the teacher 
evaluates the student one-on-one. Whenever possible, assessment 
should evaluate children’s real knowledge in the process of completing 
real activities. For example, observing children as they equally distribute 
snacks would be a better assessment of their ability to make groups 
than observing an exercise in which children group counters would be. 

It is also important to note that assessments should be administered 
over time, as environmental infl uences can greatly impact single 
outcomes. If a pre-kindergarten child is tired or ill, for example, the 
child may not demonstrate knowledge of a skill that has actually been 
mastered. It is also important to consider the length of assessment for 
children of this age, as attention spans are still developing and can vary 
greatly based on environmental infl uences. Most assessments should 
be completed within half an hour. 

If possible, use multiple types of assessment for the same content area 
when working with pre-kindergarten children. Some children may be 
able to demonstrate mastery kinesthetically if they are not able to use 
expressive language well; others may not process auditory instruction 
adequately, but will be able to complete an assessment after observing 
someone model the task. It is vital that the assessment process should 
never make the child anxious or scared. 

Anecdotal Observational 
Record Form

Weekly 
Assessment

Performance Assessment 
Checklist

Informal Assessment
INFORMAL assessments rely heavily on observational and work-sampling 
techniques that continually focus on child performance, processes, and 
product over selected periods of time and in a variety of contexts. 

ANECDOTAL assessments are written descriptions that provide a short, 
objective account of an event or an incident. Only the facts are reported—
where, what, when, and how. Anecdotal records are especially helpful 
when trying to understand a child’s behavior 
or use of skills. These recordings can be used to 
share the progress of individual children and to 
develop and individualize curriculum.

The Anecdotal Observational Record Form can 
be use at any time to document an individual 
child’s progress toward a goal or signs indicating 
the need for developmental or  medical 
evaluation. Observations can refl ect the focused 
skills for the week, but are not limited to those 
skills. You may pair the form with video or audio 
recordings of the child 
to complete an anecdotal record.

CHECKLISTS are lists of skills or 
behaviors arranged into disciplines 
or developmental domains and are 
used to determine how a child exhibits 
the behaviors or skills listed. Teachers 
can quickly and easily observe groups 
of children and check the behaviors 
or skills each child is demonstrating 
at the moment.

Weekly Assessments measure progress 
toward specifi c guidelines that are 
addressed in the weekly curriculum. 
The Performance Assessment Checklist 
measures progress toward the guidelines 
of the entire curriculum. It is intended to 
be used three times per year.
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Anecdotal Observational Record Form

Date and Time

Observer

Child

Setting

Incident
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When using either type of checklist, it is important to remember that the 
skills and behaviors on the list are only guidelines. Each child is unique 
and has her or her own developmental timetable. It is also important to 
remember that the checklist only documents the presence or absence 
of a specifi c skill or behavior during the time of observation. It does 
not necessarily mean the skill is consistently present or lacking, though 
consistency may be noted when the skill has been observed over time.

PORTFOLIO assessments are collections of thoughtfully selected 
work samples, or artifacts, and accompanying refl ections indicative 
of the child’s learning experiences, efforts, and progress toward and/
or attainment of established curriculum goals. They are an authentic, 
performance-based method to allow teachers to analyze progress over 
time. As children choose work samples for their portfolios, they become 
involved in their own learning and assessment and begin to develop the 
concept of evaluating their own work.

Although early childhood activities tend to focus on processes as opposed 
to products, there are numerous opportunities to collect samples of 
children’s work. Items to collect include drawings, tracings, cuttings, 
attempts to print their names, and paintings. You may also include 
informal assessments of a child’s ability to recognize letters, shapes, 
numbers, and rhyming words. 

Formal Assessment
FORMAL assessments involve the use of standardized tests. They are 
administered in a prescribed manner and may require completion within 
a specifi ed amount of time. Standardized tests result in scores that are 
usually compared to the scores of a normative group. These tests generally 
fall into the following categories: achievement tests, readiness tests, 
developmental screening tests, intelligence tests, and diagnostic tests.

Assessing Children with Special Needs
Children with special needs may require a more thorough initial 
assessment, more frequent on-going assessments, and continuous 
adaptation of activities. Assessment is essentially the fi rst task for the 
teacher or caregiver in developing the individualized instruction program 
required for children with disabilities. 

Assessing Children Who Are 
English Language Learners
Whenever possible, assessments should be given in both the child’s fi rst 
language and in English.  
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